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ManagerialLsm and the Academic Profession:
The Case of England*

Martin Trow

Graduate School of PublicPolicy
University ofCalifornia, Berkeley

Introduction

Since W. WII the central problem for higher education in most
Western industrial societies has been how to transform the smaU elite
university systems of the nineteenth and first half of the twentieth
centuries inio the systems of mass higher education required to 'he
crowing demands both for wider access from segments of their soaeties,
!nd for more highly trained and educated workers from their latar
markets The pressures for expansion have varied In intensity among the
major European countries (the U.S, for various historical rea^ns is a
marked exception here), as have the responses to that demand by
European governments. But on the whole, it is fair to say that ^e UK has
moved more slowly than most modem socieHes toward mass higher
education; it is only in the past few years that it has started firmly down
that path. Moreover, it has done so not by allowing its umversities to
erow greatly in size, or by creating parallel systems of non-university
systerns, but by promoting first colleges and then its whole system of
polytechnics to university status. And that po^s special problems for the
elite sectors ofa system of mass higher education.

Over the past 10 or 12 years British higher education has undergone
a more profound reorientation than any other system in indus^al
societies. One aspect of that revolution has been the emerging force and
presence of "managerial" considerations and criteria in the governance
and direction of British universities. I suggest that "m^agerialism" as
understood by central government in Britain is asubstitute for a
relationship of trust between government and universities. I will explore
very briefly the implications of the substitution of managerial
considerations and bureaucratic mechanisms for trust in the ability of
institutions of higher education to broadly govern themselves. The
chosen managerial mechanisms in the UK currently are assessments of
the "quality" of the teaching and research done in and by universities, •
carried out by committees and individuals appointed by the central
funding agency, and linked directly to funding. It is not diffiodt to see that
the character and criteria of these assessments will have great influence on
the direction and work of the universities and departments being ass^sed.
Iwill raise the question of how effective this policy is and is likely to be,
and what consequences for the life of British higher education seem to

*Paper read at the 7th International Conference on Higher EducaUon, Slockhol^nn,
Sweden/Turku. Finland. 13th to 15th, August 1993. My thanks to the Suntoiy/Toyota
Centre for Economics and Related Disciplines, and the Deprtment of Sociology, London
School of Economics, for their help and support during the prepration of IhiS ppr.
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follow from it. It may be that other countries, and not least my own, have
something to learn from the British experience.

The concept of "managerialism"

What do we mean by the term "managerialism"? It is not just a
concern for the effective management of specific institutions in specific
situations. The "ism" points to an ideology, to a faith or belief in the truth
of a set of ideas which are independent of specific situations.
Managerialism as applied to the institutions and systems of higher
education takes two distinct forms, a soft and a hard concept. The soft
concept sees managerial effectiveness as an important element in the
provision of higher education of high quality at lowest cost; it is focussed
around the idea of improving the "efficiency" of the existing institutions.
The hard conception elevates institutional and system management to a
dominant position in higher education; its advocates argue that higher
education mustbe reshaped and reformed by the introduction of
management systems which then become a continuing force ensuring the
steady improvement in the provision of higher education. In this
conception management would provide this continuing improvement in
quality and efficiency (i.e., cost) through the establishment of criteria and
mechanisms for the continual assessment of the outcomes of educational
activities, and the consequent reward and punishment of institutions and
primary units ofeducation through formulas linking these assessments to
funding. ^

Those who hold the soft conception of "managerialism"- on the
whole senior administrators and some academics in the universities
themselves - are critical of at least someof the norms and attitudes that
have marked British universities and academics in the past; their
complacency and conservatism, their administrative inefficiency, their
indifference to establishing links with industry and commerce or to
broadening access to larger sectors of the population. Nevertheless, the
"soft" managerialists still see higher education as an autonomous activity,
governed by its own norms and traditions, with a more effective and
rationalized management still serving functions defined by the academic

1 An illustration of"hard managerialism," aswell asanindication ofthe Government's
lack oftrust in the academic community, can be seen in the chief consultative document
commissioned by the HEFCE on "possible ways for Institutions to account for the use of
research funds allocated to them by the Funding Council." The report was prepared by a
firm ofaccountants and business consultants, and written by men none ofwhom was an
academic. Moreover, the study was "overseen" by a"Steering Group" of 16 persons, all of
them civil servants oruniversity administrators, no single one ofwhom was currently
engaged either in research or teaching. Amore dramatic statement of attitudes toward the
academic community which actually does the research the document is discussing could
hardly be imagined. This lack of trust is visible also in the document's recommendations,
one of which is that a detailed record of time spent on each ofsb< types ofactivities bekept
and reported by each academic researcher. (Research Accountability. Coopers and
Lybrand, for theHigher Education Funding Coundl for England, n.d. but 1992).
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community itself. By contrast, those holding the hard concepbon of
managerialism, people on the whole in government and business rather
than in the universities themselves, have no such trust in the wisdom of
the academic community, and are and have been resoWed to reshape and
redirect the activities of that community through funding formulas and
other mechanisms of accountability imposed from outside the academic
commuruty, management mechanisms created and largely shaped for
application to large commerdal enterprises. Business models we cenhal
to the hard concepbon of managerialism; when applied to higher
education, as the current government does, the commitment is to
transform universities into organizations similar enough to ordinary
commercial firms so that they can be assessed and managed in roughly
similar ways.

This "hard" concept of managerialism is currently the dominant
force reshaping British higher education day by day and w^k by w^k. Its
two characteristics of greatest interest to the present analysis aie: 1. the
withdrawal of trust by government in the academic community, and mits
capacity to critically assess its own activities and improve them; and 2. its
n^d to find or create a"bottom line" that performs the function of a profit
and loss sheet for commercial business. This "bottom line" woidd, it is
believed, allow top managers in government departments and funding
agcndes to identi^ and assess the strengths and weaknesses of an
enterprise (university), its strong and weak units, and serve as an
analytical tool for the continual improvement of the product and the
lowering ofunit costs.^

In brief, then, the withdrawal of trust in its universities by the
British goveninent has forced it to create bureaucratic machinery and
formulas to be imposed on the universities from outside the system. In
the absence of an effective competitive market, bureaucratic institutions
and their mechanisms are the alternative to a relationship of trust
between state and universities. The bureaucratic agencies then aeate
criteria of performance, and rules for reporting and accountability
necessary for the assessment of the system and its primary units tie.
academic departments), and for the application of the formulas Intog
assessed "quaUty" and funding. These links of assessment to funding are
intended to ensure the automatic improvement of the effiaency and .
effectiveness of the higher education industry. In British higher education

2

The Governmenl's White Paper, Higher Educati9r^: ANew Framevvork (1991), iia
document of hard managerialism: abrief eoUection of a^ertions ms^ctlons to ^e
academic community, wholly without argument or evidence for the polldes it »el8 fo^
(Indeed on first reading Itook it to be the Executive Summaiy of alonger pa^r wWch
provided the evidence, argument and context for the poUcies, but found none). Its c^^cter
can be suggested by the fact that this authoritative (if brief) document speaks of aWper
cent growth in enrollments in British universities by the year 2000, and devotes no fewerthan 28 numbered paragraphs to the issue of "quality assurance, wfolesajnng notfong
about capital investment in laboratories, libraries, classrooms or equipment dunng this
anticipated growth.
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policy/ external assessment linked to funding is thus asubstitu^ not only
for tAist but also for an effective competitive market which is the chief
instrument for the control both of quality and cost in commercial
enterprises.

I will pivot my discussion around three questions:

1. Why was it that the government led by Margaret Thatcher which
came to power in 1979, and its successor which is still in power in the U.K,
have withdrawn trust from the universities, and undertaken the radical
reforms in organization and funding that we have seen over the past
decade?

2. What are some of the consequences of this withdrawal of trust
for the universities?

3 What are some of the assumptions underlying current central
eovernment policy in the U.K., and how do those assumptions accord
with the realities of academic life, particularly the realities of teaching and
research?

These are broad questions and I could not possibly answer them
adequately here. I can only point in the directions in which answers
might be found.

British higher education before the Thatcher government

With the election of the government headed by Margaret Thatcher
in 1979, the attitudes and policies of the British government towards the
country's institutions of higher education changed dramatically and
profoundly as compared with the policies of previous govermnents.
Before World War II British universities, taken all in all, received about a
third of their operating expenses from central government, raising the rest
from tuition payments, local governmental subsidies, and, wpedally
important for Oxford and Cambridge, from endowments old and new.
After World War U, the spirit of democratization, the expansion of the
welfare state under both Ubour and Conservative governments, and
growing belief that national strength and prosperity depended in part on
its educated manpower, led the state to take amore active role in the
expansion and support of the universities and of other institutions of
higher education, some of which became universities in the 1960s and
others of which became polytechnics in the 70s and universities in the
'90s.

During this period, that is, from 1945 to 1981, the central institution
for funding the universities was the University Grants Committee (UGC),
created in 1919 precisely to serve as the buffer between the universities,
"autonomous" in intellectual matters under the royal charters, and the
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state, which provided a substantial part of their support. And the UGC
continued to serve this function during a period ofsubstantial growth in
British higher education. While the overall size and shape of the
"system" was determined by central government - as for example, the
decision to elevate the Colleges of Advanced Technology to university
status in 1963, and the parallel decision to create a group of "new
universities" during the period 195&-63 —still central government did not
intervene in the internal life of the universities it helped to aeate and pay
for. In both parties and all governments it was accepted that British
universities were among the finest in the world, and as a unique system of
elite institutions of higher education perhaps preeminent. Knowledgeable
observers of the British universities before theThatcher era broadly agreed
on three major points: 1. they were unexcelled as teaching institutions at
the first degree level; 2. they were distinguished research institutions,
whose provisions for systematic graduate instruction varied among
disciplines, but was gradually improving; but 3. the sodety had not found
afully satisfactory way to provide mass higher education with broad
access alongside the highly selective elite universities, though the creation
and encouragement of the polytechnics was amajor step in that direction
if their tendencies toward institutional drift could be constrained through
the binary system.

The years leading up to the Thatcher victory saw British
governments struggling with the mounting costs of the university system
while dealing with an economy that had never fully recovered from the
War - or perhaps from the two Wars. Nevertheless, while previous
governments had a.sked, rather politely, whether the universities could
not find ways of providing more education for less money, the
universities continued to submit budgets through the UGC that reflected
per capita cost levels matched only by the most affluent private liberal arts
colleges and universities in the Unit^ States —cost levels that were
reflected in average student/staff ratios of about 8:1 across the board.

The Thatcher Revolution

The government led by Prime Minister Thatcher broke in
fundamental ways with its predecessors in its relations with the
universities as in other areas ofpublic life - though it took some time for
the universities to understand the depth of the change. Mrs. Thatcher and
her ministers of education had a fundamentally different view of the
nature of the universities than their own leaders, and a quite different
concepdon of their future. Their views, as they evolved over the next
decade, can be summarized thus:

a. British universities are backward, conservative, self-serving
institutions, and are in part responsible for Britain's poor performance in
the international competition for markets. In brief, they, along with the
trades unions, the state-owned industries, and the professions generally.
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are among the established institutions that Impede Britain's economic
progress.

b- British universities are, like other established institutions,
incapable of reform from within, but must be forced to reshape their roles,
missions and functions. This conception of the failings of British
universities still guides central government policy.

c Initially, the transformation of British higher education was to be
accomplished by radically cutting their budgets, forcing them to seek new
funds from sources outside of government. That in turn would require
them to become more efficient administratively. This would require a
measure of rationalizaHon of their internal operations, - better
"management" - to be achieved by pressure from the (then) Depwtment
of Education and Science, and with the help and advice of lay and businessUi * - , -

groups. These views, largely an expression of the soft or weak version of
managerialism mentioned above, were captured in the Jarrett Report of
1985.

d. Progressively declining support from central government would
also make the universities more responsive to the real requirements of
"the market," and most especially of business and industry who employ
their graduates.

e. While in the long run one could hope that better internal
management and the sharp disciplines of "the market" and its climate of
competition would force the universities to become both more efficient
and more "relevant," In the short and medium term central government
would still be supplying asubstantial part of both operating and capital
costs of the universities. That insulation from market forces- reqiured by
the traditions of British higher education and the practical impossibilities
of cutting them loose overnight— meant that central government would
have to administer its support grants in ways that encouraged the
continuing reform of the universities, and did not provide subsidies for a
return to the bad old ways.

f. Therefore, (and here emerges the hard version of
managerialism), continuing support by central government of the
universities would have to be accompanied by policies and regulations
that would prod the universities to greater efficiency and relevance.
Among the policies laid down by government were:

1. the abolition of the UGC and its replacement by "Funding
Councils," initially separate for the universities and the polytechnics, and
then combined when the polytechnics were granted university status in
1992. The new Higher Education Funding Councils (HEFCs)^ are not

^ There sre separate funding councils for England, Scotland and Wales. They follow
broadly similar policies, but with some differences in ImplemcnUtion. In this paper Iam
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intended to serve, like the UGC, as a buffer between government and the
universities, to protect the autonomy and independence of the
universities from government and political pressure. On the contrary,
and quite explicitly, they are an arm of government, an instrument for the
implementation of government p>olicy on universities which, in
government's view, are by their nature and traditions recaldtranl, and
tend to defend their own parochial interests against the national interest
as defined by the government of the day.

2. the separation of funding for teaching and research, and
the institution of separate assessments by committees of academics
appointed by the Higher Education FundingCouncil for England (HEFCE)
of each set of activities at the departmental level.

3. these separate assessments, of teaching and research,
linked to funding, are intended to introduce a measure of competitiveness
into university life and thought that had been absent during the UGC
regime of of assured block grants. Theywould thus function, especially in
the context of level or reduced funding, as a kind of quasi-market, with the
inherent disciplines of market processes on the economy and efficiency of
the producing units.

Other changes introduced by the present Government- for
example, the abolition of tenure in academic appointments- are aspects of
the new relation between government and the universities, part of the
effort to transform the universities into something more like commercial
enterprises. But they lie outside the scope of this paper.

The assessment of research

British universities currently get their support grants from central
government through what is called a "dual system" of funding research
and teaching separately, as If they were distinct activities. That Is a system
that could only have been invented by non-academics. People who
actually teach and do research in universities know how deeply research
interests, and even more, research perspectives, are brought into teaching,
and how much of the teaching of pcst-^aduate students, and increasingly
of undergraduates, is done through participating in their research and
drawing them into one's own. The sharp separation of funding for
teaching and research in the provision of general support for departments
and universities is simply at odds with the realities of academic life. And
the further that policy retreats from the realities for which it is designed,
the more distorted must be its effects.

But setting this important issue aside, there remain the policies
themselves: the separate assessments of the research and teaching

speaking chiefly of the funding council for England which governs thebulkof British
higher ^ucation.
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activities of academics in English universities, in ways designed to
determine how much money their departments and, in the aggregate,
their universities will be given annually by central government.

We are accustomed to assessing specific research projects and
outcomes along a single yardstick of excellence—an amalgam of elegance,
predictive power, scholarly scope, effect on a field of study, imaginative
grasp of large bodies of information. But whatever the possibilities for
assessing particular research proposals and projects, the assessment of the
research performance of whole departments in the British universities has
peculiar unintended consequences, among them a tendency for
department heads to encourage their colleagues to teach less and write
more, and in some fields, to encourage research with short-term outcomes
rather than long-range studies. The conversion of the polytechnics into
full-fledged uiuversities also seems to be bringing into the research
conununity numbers of academics who have never done research, and are
not adequately prepared to do it.^ Moreover, theassessments center on the
aggregate output of the members of a department who are actually doing
research, whiA leads to subtle judgments by department heads about
whether to "count" as members of their "research staff" members of the
department whose research productivity is (at least at the moment) low-
whether, in the jargon, to include the non-producing"tail" of the
distribution of researchers in their reports to the funding council. (Two
identical departments will be differently funded depending on how they
report their staff.) The pressures on long-time members of a department
who are not thus counted can be imagined. Moreover, the assessment
procedures cannot tell whether a department is, in research terms,
becoming stronger or weaker, or whether its research output and
reputation rests on the work of a few "stars" or is more widely distributed
among its members. In short, the assessments cannot tell much about the
actual life of the department as a center and context for research.

There are even more fundamental questions about the research
assessment exercise in the U.K. as a basis for funding departments and
universities, not least about its assumption that research strength should
be rewarded with more support, research weakness with less. At the
University of California at Berkeley, the discovery of serious deficiencies
in the research quality of some of its departments of biology in the early
'80s led to a major study and reform of the organization of biology at the
University, a reform involving major investments both in buildings and
people.5 The question of whether to respond to research weakness with
more support or less is properly a decision to be taken in light of a close
study of the particular department, faculty or institute and its problems,

Theprovision ofwork-shops and start-up funds toencourage research in theformer
polytechnics would seem to be at odds with the Government's announcedintention to
concentrate research funds in a small number of "centers of excellence."

®"Leadership and Orgaiuzation: The Case of Biology at Berkeley," in Rune Premfors, ed..
Higher Education Organization: Conditions for Policv Implementarion. Stockholm:
Almqvist andWiksell International, 1984, pp. 148-178.
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not by the mechanical operation of a funding formula driven by a research
ranking of a department on a scale from 1 to5. The energies spent by
British administrators and academics in manipulating the formula to
generate the greatest sum locally-some of which involve what might be
called "creative accoimting," or colloquially "scams"-might better be spent
on more productive activity. The managerialists in central government
have little understanding of the actual processes of university
administration. But among the matters of least interest to them are the
administrative costs they impose on the universities, and the hidden
effects of what economists know as the "opportunity costs" of doing
anything thatbecomes subject to the increasingly elaborate processes of
accountability established by the funding coimdis.®

The assessment of teaching

But if the assessment of the research qualities of whole departments
rather than individual scholars or proposals raises a host of difficulties
and unanticipated outcomes, the assessment of the quality of a
department's teaching probably rests on a fundamental misconception of
what teaching is about. The fundamental problem of trying to assess
teaching lies in the assumption that it is one kind of activity, and
excellence in it one kind of excellence But teaching involves at least two
parties, teachers and the taught. The quality of teaching isnota quality of
a teacher but ofa relationship, aspects ofwhich are defined by the
character, talents and motivations of the learners. Thus, teaching is not an
action but a transaction; not an outcome but an interactional process; not a
performance, but an emotional and intellectual connection between
teacher and learner. Therefore it cannot be assessed as an attribute or skill
of a teacher or a department, independent of the learners who have their
own characteristics which affect whether and how much they learn (about
what) from a particular teacher, and indeed, how much he learns from
them. That also means, among other things, that "teaching" cannot be
assessed along any single dimension of "quality," nor can it be assessed at
all without deep knowledge of its setting, of the styles and orientations of
the teachers, of the character and diversity of students, and of its long-term
effects,which may be very different from what students think of teaching
as they experience it.

In fact, the quality of teaching, which surely means an assessment
of its effects on students, can hardly be "assessed" at all in the short-term,
What can be assessed Is not "teaching" but the absence of teaching, as
when people do not meet their classes, or substitute such things as
political views and doctrines for teaching. We can and should pay
attention to how much teaching people do, both formally and informally,
whether they actually get to their meetings with students sober and on
time, read and respond to their written work, and the like. We can also
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expect and require that teachers in their formal relationships with
students confine their teaching to their areas of professional competence--
and need not approve teachers who exploit their privileged positions and
the vulnerability of their students in the service of some sectarian
positions or political or social doctrine. Moreover, we can be responsive to
students' complaints about teachers who verbally abuse them, express
racial or gender prejudice, or simply treat them disrespectfully. We can
demand of university lecturers professional responsibility toward their
jobs and a humane non-exploitative relationship with their students. But
beyond that, we must depend on our appointment procedures to ensure
that teachers know their subjects and are competent to transmit
knowledge, or broaden perspectives, or stimulate curiosity, or raise
ambitions, or prepare students to be able to learn throughout their
lifetimes, or achieve some of the many other things that teachers
accomplish through their relationships with students.

If this is true, then everything depends on the inner motivations of
teachers-their sense of pride, their intellectual involvement with their
subjects, their professional commitments to the role of teacher, their love
of students, or of leaming-lhese and others are among the forces that lead
teachers to bring their full resources to the teaching relationships. And
these motivations of academics are usually quite independent of
unpredictable external assessments, and the remote incentives that can be
attached to them.

But the withdrawal of trust by government in the universities
means that it is not prepared to accept the "inner motivations of teachers"
as an adequate basis for motivating and directing their behavior. That is
precisely the basis on which all professions, not least the academic
profession, have claimed a measure of autonomy over their spheres of
competence. But if, as I believe, this Government is (and for a decade or
more has been) deeply dissatisfied with the performance of its
universities, then justifications of the autonomy and self-direction of
academics and their institutions by reference to the primacy of inner
"professional" norms and motivations are seen as merely expressions of a
familiar academic rhetoric which has defended and justified the self-
serving and unsatisfactory performance of its institutions in the past.

But if it cannot trust the inner motivations of scholars, scientists
and professionals (and they are not all exactly the same, though similar in
springing from inner values), how can government shape the behaviors
of academics and thus of their institutions?

One way, and the first employed, was simply to cut the budgets for
the universities drastically. That certaiiUy got the attention of the
academics, and has affected their behavior even without directly
influencing their inner motivarions. As student/staff ratios have roughly
doubled over the decade, activities and relationships which were possible
a decade ago become less easy or impossible now; class sizes grow, tutorials



are phased out, and behaviors of academics and institutions are affected in
Other ways that are less obvious. No one, to my knowledge, has "assessed"
the impact of the changing ratio of students to staff in British universities
over this past decade, nor is the question even asked. The only aspect of
umversity life that seems to be immune to "assessmenr is the quality and
wisdom of central goverrunent policy toward higher education.

But it is not enough to cutbudgets. So long as academics have
substantial control over their own time, they may or may not actually
work harder, more efficiently and more effectively, as government thinks
they should. In the Government's view, the way to get more efficient and
effective behavior out of employees is to generate acompetitive
environment, and then begin to tie rewards to more effective performance
on the job. Or put differently, it is to replace the inadequate and self-
serving inner motivations with a system of externally provided incentives
and penalties keyed to approved performance. This linkage of
performance to external rewards cannot exist side byside with the older
structure of internal rewards, which to the Government was remarkably
indifferent to (the Government's conception of) the public interest, but
was keyed rather to the special interests of the academic guild and their
institutions and prejudices. So the problem presented itself: how to
replace one structure of motivations-rooted in the traditional patterns of
academic life- by a different structure of motivations whose source and
model was the compeddve world of private enterprise. This problem,
articulated the more dearly the longer the Ckivemment remained in
office, led to the emergence of the two forms ofmanagerialism to which I
referred earlier. The "soft" and "hard"forms of managerialism correspond
roughly to two phases of the managerial revolution in British higher
education; the first that developed within the universities under the
pressures ofcoping with the huge budget cuts of the early 80s, and the
second, which developed, after the demise of the UGC, around the central
government funding agency, now the HEFC(E), aiming at introducing
businesslike attitudes toward work and performance into the universities
changing their functions as it changes the motivations of their employees,
not merely introducing more efficient rationalized structures of
management as in the first phase.

The new philosophers of higher education in and around
government were faced with a number of problems; one, obviously, was
the deeply entrenched attitudes and arrangements within universities that
were based on quite different norms and values, and indeed held the
norms and values of business in some contempt, as least as they were
applied to the universities. These traditional academic norms and values
were much more deeply embedded in the "older" universities; indeed,
there is aclear if not perfect relationship between how deeply embeddii
those traditional notions of institutional governance are and how old a
particular university is. But those traditional values of autonomy were on
the whole less firmly embedded in the polytechnics, which had always had
less autonomy, and were, so to speak, used to substantial influence from
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local authorities, local industry, and later on, from the Council for
National Academic Awards (CNAA). Putting the polys on a "businesslike
basis" would have seemed to politicians and dvil servants an easier and
more realistic mission than accomplishing the same transformation in the
urxiversities. And the notion of keeping the polys a separate sector, more
responsive to political and external direction, must have seemed attractive
to some observers in and around government.

Despite these and other advantages, the political costs of
maintaining the binary system would have been high. Fust, there was the
steady pressure from poly directors and councils themselves; having
phased out the CNAA oversight, the polys were giving degrees and even
doing research. How then could they be withheld the title and status of
"university." But if "universities," then how could they be distinguished
from all other universities; would that not be precisely the invidious
distinction on status (ultimately class-linked) grounds to which British
education has been subjected since its origins? Not only would abolishing
the binary line appeal to the polys, and even to many university
academics, guilty about their status and privileges in relation to the polys.
For the Government it would have had another substantial effect to
recommend it: ending the binary system would permit the application of
many of the governing structures and mechanisms develop^ in
connection with the polys to the old universities as well/ and thus, so to
speak, help bring them to heel. Our study suggests that is what is
happening now.

The search for a "bottom line"

Where does assessment come into this? One problem in patterning
universities on the model of private business and industry is that the
latter have a fairly simple bottom line of productivity and profitability, a
bottom line that ilows all observers to see how aconcern is meeting its
competitive environment. But British universities in the past have not
had to compete for resources, nor do they have any very clear or obvious
bottom line that government can use in assessing the institutions'
performance. The extraordinary focus in government policy on "quality"
in higher education-in a system in which it has not in this century been
problematic, and where no one responsible observer saw major problems
-is partof the government's search for a bottom line, a way ofassessing
individual and group performance in the absence of the ability to assess a
university's "success" or "profitability."

Then if market mechanisms and indicators in higher education are
weak, or were made to be weak, that has made it all the more necessary
and desirable to find some way of developing indicators of desired
performance. Of these there were only two the government could
imagine: one was the amount (and quality) of research academics and
their departments and institutions would produce; the other is the
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amount and quality of their "teaching." The assessment of "research" has
been going on for a few years, and it is having a variety ofeffects on the
behaviors of academics both in the old and the new universities, as we
have suggested above.

But the government is also introducing a "bottom line" into the
teaching work ofacademics, and will try to assess andreward it as it does
research. I do not believe teaching can be assessed and rewarded by
external agencies in any way that actually links rewards to "excellence" in
teaching. Of course, a system linking assessments of "teaching" to rewards
can be invented and put into operation. But it requires efforts to shift
British academics from the internal motivations associated with
professional work-intrinsic work norms, and the desire for a good
reputation among one's peers-to the external motivations that these
managers believe are characteristic ofprivate business and industry: the
rewards of departmental and institutional grants for superior teaching that
are deployed by the funding agency. While the assessment of teaching in
the universities by the funding agency is just getting under way, it is
perhaps not too soon to see this as the next step of a systematic effort to
make universities into "knowledge shops" run in business-like ways,
without all the traditional nonsense (in the view of government) that has
crippled British higher education, and reduced its contribution to national
economic development.

This effort by central government requires-indeed it assiunes-the
subordination of inner motivations to external incentives linked to these
assessments. It can also be seen as requiring the deprofessionalization of
the academic work force, their transformation into middle managers,
interested inpromotion and better pay as rewards for better performance
as determined by central government and applied by external assessors
against yardsticks supplied by government agencies. That process of
deprofessionalization is already under way. It is anatural consequence of
the withdrawal of trust by government in the universities and their guilds
of academics. In its place, as I suggested earlier, is a bureaucratic
machinery of external management and control, manipulating external
mechanisms of assessment and reward.

Diversity and a typology of orientations to teaching

Let us look briefly at the nature of teaching in universities, to see
whether it is reasonable to expect committees of the funding council to be
able to assess the teaching performance of academic staff and departments
in ways that will allow government to rationally link institutional
funding to the quality of teaching.

We can see some of the difficulties more clearly If we consider just
one way of characterizing teachers by reference to their relarionships with
students, that is, by looking at four familiar but distinguishable patterns of



teaching styles. Let xis look at the four styles generated by the cross
tabulation of two simple dimensions of teachers' orientations towards
teaching. One dimension distinguishes the orientation of teachers
primarily towards their students or towards their subjects. The other
dimension distinguishes between teachers who are oriented more towards
the transmission of knowledge, or towards the creation of knowledge;
These two dimensions then define four familiar types of orientations of
academics toward teaching.

Typology of orientations toward teaching

Orientation toward:

transmitting knowledge

creating knowledge

subject student

Type I reflects a traditional teacher-student relationship; "I know
my subject, and I will teach you about it." The subject, an academic
discipline or the explicit aspects ofa profession, is what competent scholars
and scientists have said and learned about the substance of the field, about
its "theories" and its methodologies. (In this orientation the emphasis is
on the first two.) The assumption is that the student is motivat^ to
learn, and the teacher's task is to provideexpert guidance about what is of
greatest importance in the literature, and to help the student to learn how
to read it.

Type II is a more "modem" or "progressive" orientation towards
teaching, since it no longer assumes ahigh measure of motivation on the
part of the student, and accepts that a considerable part of the teacher's job
is to motivate the student to learn. This may' require "nontraditional"
forms of instruction, most commonly finding a way to involve the
student's own experience in the subject so as to make them see the
relevance of it for their own lives and future. This orientation is a natural
concomitant of the growth of broader access and mass higher education. It
emerged earlier among teachers in the primary and secondary schools,
(and even earlier in the schools and departments of education) with the
lengthening of the school leaving age and the growth in the population of
reluctant and resistant students. This perspective lies at the heart of the
Copemican revolution in education^ that transformed American
pedagogy in the schools as far back as the tum ofthe century. Its late
arrival in British higher education reflects that society's long resistance to
the incorporation of institutions of mass higher education into full
university status. That has now happened, and we will be seeing the

^This refers lo Ihe replacement of the subject by the student at the center of the universe of
teaching. The metaphoris found in the seminal writings of Lawrence Cremin, the
distinguished historian of American education.



characteristics of Typen teaching graduallyemerge as the criteria of
"quality" in teaching employed by the new teaching assessment bodies.

Types in and IV, with their orientation towards the creation of
knowledge, are the natural orientations of research scholars and scientists
who specialize in teaching post-graduate students: people who see existing
knowledge primarily as a way of gaining knowledge-as the knowledge
one needs to have in order to advance it. But the lines are not clear. In the
great research universities in both the UK and the US, research scholars
and scientists often teach undergraduates. Such research oriented
academics often cannot change their perspectives on their subjects just
because their students are undergraduates, and teach the latter as if they
were graduate students, though with lower expectations about the
students' performance, or their contributions to knowledge.

The two different orientations in this category are typically assumed
by research scholars depending on where their research students are in
their preparation for research. Research scholars and scientists teaching
postgraduate students in the first year or so of their graduate studies may
well stress the nature of knowledge in the field, assuming, as they might
well do with respect to postgraduate students, that they are motivated to
learn. (Type ni) The other orientation (Type IV) is assumed by teachers
(usually graduate advisors and mentors) who may try to learn the unique
qualities of an advanced research student's mind and talents, and shape
their relationship increasingly more in response to each student's interests
and qualities than merely to the subject alone.

Matters are a little different when these orientations are present in
teachers of undergraduates. In the United states teaching undergraduates
through direct exposure to research is sometimes decried as at variance
with the nature of liberaleducation, and the gaining of a broad sense of
the map of knowledge. Education oriented around research is inherently
specialized, since academic research and the advance of knowledge is
specialized. And research scholars are sometimes unable to drop their
intense orientation toward creating knowledge as they face a classroom of
undergraduates. But there is evidence that involving students directly in
the research activities of their teachers has great potential for motivating
them to want to learn, as they see at first hand the intrinsic rewards of the
pursuit of knowledge, as well as some of the disciplines associated with it.
The broad success of the Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program
at MIT, which involves a very large proportion of MIT undergraduates in
live on-going research under the direction of a research scientist at some
point during their studies, attests to that. But MITstudents can be
assumed to be highly motivated; similar programs at the University of
California and Stanford have had marked success with minority students
from educationally weak backgrounds which required that their
motivation be engendered rather than assumed before their real education
could begin.



There are several points to be made about this typology of
orientations toward teaching. First, it is a typology of orientations and not
of people; individuals may have different orientations when facing
different kinds of students-as for example, graduates and undergraduates.
Secondly, teachers may combine some of these kinds of orientations in
their teaching~for example, a teacher intensely interested in creating
knowledge may do it in part through a focus on where the frontiers of
knowledge are, and how the specific student can be brought there. Or a
bookish teacher, focussed on his subject and rather insensitive or
uninterested in variations among his students, may discuss the field in his
lectures and seminars both in terms of how the knowledge in the field is
understood and organized by the discipline, and also how that area of
knowledge is currently being advanced through research.

Third, teachers change over time; their orientations towards their
fields and towards their students may also change and move from box to
box.

Fourth, and important for my argument, if we focus on
undergraduate education, aU of these orientations can be found in our
lecture halls and seminar rooms currently. Moreover, the diversity of
orientations reflects the growing diversity of student interests, talents and
ambitions. All this means that there is no single dimension along which
teaching can be assessed as "unsatisfactory" to "excellent." Put differently,
a university will have, and indeed will want to have, people with all these
kinds of orientations to teaching-teachers more concerned with their
subject than with their students, teachers more concerned with aeating
knowledge than in transmitting it, and the other kinds too. And they are
present, though not in the same distributions everywhere, in almost every
kind of college and university. In the old polytechnics there are more
transmitters than creators; in some fields teachers are more likely to be
focused on the student than on the subject. But all these kinds of teachers
are there in their variety, resisting all efforts to assess them as if teaching
were a performance, the performance of a skill that can be assessed and
graded. As we who have taught and done research know, teaching and
learning is not like that, not like that at all.

On the long delay of effects

There are other reasons besides the diversity of teacher-learner
relationships that defeat efforts at assessment. One of these is the difficulty
of knowing what the effects of teaching will be on the student over his or
her lifetime. All of us have had the experience of reassessing our
experience in college or university during the courseof our lives,
reflecting on how empty or ephemeral were some courses of study, how
enduring in their influence on our thinking and feeling were others. And
how different those later assessments are in many cases from the feelings
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we had about those teachers and their courses or seminars when we
experienced them, in most cases before we were 25 years old.

Evidence for this beyond the anecdotal is provided in a study by
Katherine Trow, who has recently interviewed a group of 40 graduates
who had gone through a particular course of study at UC Berkeley 20 to 25
years earlier.® Almost uniformly these people in their 40s reported that
they had been influenced during their lives after they left the University
by their experience of that particular course of study and reading (Notice I
did not say "by what they had learned,"since the experience had deeper
and wider effects than the formal content of their course.) But while the
experience had this continuing influence, it also underwent a
-reassessment by the students-one that is not yet finished.

One former student, now a businessman, describes the effects for
him of that particular program of study as "an intellectual net that has
stretched over time." Another graduate, now a lawyer, observed that "As
I've grown older, the impact sort of accumulated in a weird way. I
remember somebody saying in 1967 or 1968 that 'you won't know about
the truth of what we're saying, you're just children now'. And of course
we were. But what's happened for me is that the longer I've lived with
these books .... the more I see [their relevance] in my life, and also in terms
of my overview of history and culture and the present." And he goes on
to say what we all know, but cannot measure: "As you get older, you just
know more, and you live more, and you have suffered more losses, and
you have more sense of the complexity of the world and then you start to
see.... You read a poem of Yeats when you are fifteen or sixteen or
seventeen, and you read a poem of Yeats now and you can have it now;
you couldn't have it then." We cannot disentangle the impact of what
that man read at Berkeley 25 years ago, or of the peculiar talents of his
teachers, from what he has become since, or from all his life experience.
But he has come to "have more sense of the complexity of the world," and
grapples with it as his teachers twenty five years ago hoped he would.
What he read was at least in part what they put in his way—and they put
those readings and ideas in his way in such a fashion that he did not
discard them, but is still living and struggling with them a quarter of a
century later. My point is not to praise a liberal education, however much
it needs praising. My point is that whatever is happening in a relationship
between a student and his teachers (and other students and the broader

academic environment), assessment teams cannot measure those effects
while the students are still, in a sense, children, and maybe not even very
well later on.

®Katherine Trow, "The Experimental College Program at Berkeley; Some of its Long Term
Effects and Implications for Educational Practice," Council for the Renewal of
Undergraduate Education,Stockholm,Sweden, 1992.
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Conclusion

In my critical discussion of trends in central government policy
toward higher education in the UK, it should be clear that I believe that a
university should be continually engaged in critical reviews of its own
activities and departments. I have pointed to the great danger that the
criteria of "success" or "quality" adopted in external "quality assessments"
or reviews tend be chosen wi^ an eye to the possibilities of the
quantitative measurement of "quality," since those measures seem to be
more "objective," are more easily accepted outside the institution, and are
partof the ethos of managerialism. The paradoxical result is that vigorous
efforts by agencies ofcentral government to assess the quality ofuniversity
work lead to its decline, as more and more energy is spent on bureaucratic
reports, and as university activities themselves ^gin to adapt to the
simplifying tendencies of the quantification of outputs. Departments and
individuals shape their activities to what "counts" in the assessments, to
the impoverishment of the life of the university, which is always more
complex and varied than assessments of "outputs" can capture. The oidy
effective defense by the university against this tendency is to create
"assessment" mechanisms which are firmly rooted in the intellectual life
of the institution and its academic departments and members. And that
in turn calls for a process of continual self-assessment through procedures
and committees which work with departments and not against them,
which try to understand the university and its departments qualitatively
as well as quantitatively, and which coordinate its internal assessments in
ways that are in the service of its intellectual life. The members of such
committees must continually learn about the institutions that they serve,
and not merely sit in judgment on them.

Moreover, in aitidzing the current trend toward the external
assessments of educational quality, and in seeing them as more the
product of an ideology of managerialism than as a way of improving the
quality ofeducation, I do not mean to suggest that the quality of higher
education cannot or should not be improved. Indeed, a strong case can be
made that higher education, both in teaching and research, is fadng a
grave aisis, for some aspects of which we academics must be held
responsible. And teachers can be helped to be more effective, whatever
their orientations toward teaching, whatever their talents and
temperaments, as many successful programs of staff development attest.

But some of the fundamental problems fadng the academic world
currently are only partly ofour making, and not wholly in our power to
correct. I need only refer to the collapse of consensus about the nature of
the cultural disdplines, and the loss of confidence that any scholarship
affords any authority to assert anything.. The deconstructionists continue
to threaten to sawoff the limb on which they are sitting. Even in fields
not so devastated, the extreme specialization of studies arising out of the
explosion of knowledge atomizes the curriculum, and undermines any
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coherence in higher education. The incoherence of undergraduate studies
in the United States results also from the modularization of courses, and
the freedom students have to elect among these modules in their
accumulation of credits toward their degree, where again we were
pioneers. But this modularization allows the widely admired freedom of
our students to drop in and out of universities, move from subject to
subject and from institution to institution over their whole lives, banking
their unit aedits in academic transcripts. How admirable (and indeed
necessary) are these mechanisms of mass higher education, how
wonderfully responsive to the diversity of student talents and preferences
and tosocietal needs. And yet, with what consequences for the character
of higher education?

Beyond this, what is happening to our students, and to their
inclination and capacity to study what we present to them as worthy of
study? Weslowlybegin to recognize the effects of thousands of hours of
TV and computor games on young minds, not just on the minds of school
drop-outs but also on the minds of our students. A recent commentator
suggests that "The problem here is the emergence of widespread aliteracy -
- a growth in the number ofpeople who, although they saa read, do not
see reading as a pleasurable activity." And he notes that "In 1976 in
Britain, 83 per cent of those between the age of 15 and 24 regularly read a
daily paper, but by 1992 this had fallen to 59per cent"® And this was
happening as the proportion of the age grade staying on through upper
secondary school and entering universities was growing rapidly.

These great problems facing academic, indeed intellectual, life-
profound failures of nerve in some fields of inquiry, the explosive growth,
transformation and atomization of knowledge in others, the impact of
mass culture on mass higher education-these and similar problems fall
quite outside the "assessment of teaching" as the Higher Education
Funding Council (England) imagines it. Managerialism, at least in its hard
version, may allow governments to imagine that they control the
uncontrollable. But for academics it is at best an irrelevance and a
distraction from the daily business of teaching and learning, and at worst a
serious threat to already vulnerable institutions. Once again, it may be
that the major task fadng higher education is the need to educate our
masters.

®Richard Woods, "No quick cure for newspapers suffering from poor circulation," The
Independent." 4 August 1993, p,17.
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